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The menu of Shimofuri Japanese Bbq from Milpitas includes 18 meals. On average, meals or drinks on the
menu cost about $12.8. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What DC Ana likes about Shimofuri

Japanese Bbq:
We can really taste the meat good quality. Pricey but worth it! Beef Wagyu , short ribs, chicken thigh and pork
belly were so good! The garlic rice also is good! read more. The restaurant and its premises are wheelchair

accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical limitations, and there is no-charge WiFi. What Jeff T
doesn't like about Shimofuri Japanese Bbq:

Not a fan, food is pricey, portion is tiny and service is slow like 101 traffic on a Thursday evening. We ordered a
bunch of their best sellers. Only one that stood our were the beef tongue. The photos on Yelp and the reviews

really intrigued me. But for the bang for my buck, I'd rather go to an Izakaya. read more. At Shimofuri Japanese
Bbq in Milpitas, juicy grilled food is freshly prepared on an open flame and garnished with delicious sides, on the
menu there are also a lot of Asian meals. After the meal (or during it), you have the opportunity to also relax at

the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, Besides, the creative blend of different dishes with new and
sometimes adventurous products is appreciated by the customers - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Mai� course�
RIBS

Sid� dishe�
HOMEMADE KIMCHI $4.0

Por�
PORK BELLY

Mai� Cours�
BEEF BOWL $14.0

Indischer Rei�
GARLIC RICE

Sak�
DASSAI 45 $18.0

Lan�
JIDORI KARAAGE $6.0

Donbur� Bbq Bow�
CHICKEN BBQ BOWL $13.0

Specia� Bent� & Japanes�
Bowl�
US PRIME BEEF YAKINIKU BENTO $20.0

T� G� & Deliver� Men�
JAPANESE BEEF CURRY RICE
BOWL $14.0

Popular Item�
GYUTAN BEEF TONGUE BENTO $20.0

PORK KALBI BOWL $15.0

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

GARLIC

MEAT

CHICKEN

EDAMAME $4.0
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